Ambitious tech talent with a flair for back-end and front-end development!
Are you on your last year of studies and looking for a job with an opportunity to be extended to a fulltime developer?
Are you a skilled full stack developer who wants to kick start your career in a fast-growing company with the best tools
to develop your career? At Kaplan we are currently looking for a full stack developer with a passion for both front-end
and back-end development.
We offer:
We guarantee a steep learning curve in an industry with high competition and exciting projects. Technology keywords
include Java, JavaScript, data modelling, system integrations, Adobe Marketing Cloud and Agillic. We offer a part time
job in a company that is fast-growing with the opportunity to develop your career fast. Your everyday will take place in
the center of Copenhagen with ambitious colleagues with great diversity who are always ready to spare. The position
allows flexibility for you to be able to effect which direction you want to go. You will get the chance to work with big
clients and have your fingerprint in the development process. Your main tasks are assisting and cooperating with our
fulltime developers, consultants, and clients, but will be very diverse with different tasks and costumer relations.
“Kaplan is great because we have a dynamic and ambitious atmosphere where you can always improve through the
diversity of the projects and people”
Norbert, developer at Kaplan
What is necessary:
We are looking for a part-time developer with relevant job experience. You understand coding from scratch and are
not afraid of challenging established processes and frameworks. You thrive in technical environments and have solid
English or Danish communication skills. We’re looking for a developer who is motivated equally by pushing pixels and
diving into complex data models
Your profile:
• You are ending your bachelor or on your masters within IT, data or programming e.g. within software
development, computer science or similar with a few years left of studies
• You have relational database knowledge
• You’re comfortable working with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
• You have experience working with Java or comparable languages
• Knowledge of REST API is appreciated
• You have a flexible and proactive approach with an eagerness to solve complicated challenges
• You have the ability to manage in an environment of constant change
• You have a problem-solving mind-set and are open to new challenges
• You are a team-player who contributes with good energy to our team
About Kaplan:
The trend is clear – Companies who wants to be measured in the competition must see the costumer in an entirely
new way. To create customer experiences based on data, there is a need for solutions combined with analyses,
technic and communication. Kaplan is the leader of this evolution in the North and is now searching for additional
competences.
The office in Copenhagen started back in 2013 and is a fast-growing company, which is why you will have the chance
to put your mark in the company and have an indispensable role in our team.
Start:
As soon as possible.
Positiontype:
Part time position as a Junior developer/tech talent (15-25 hours per week)
Application:
rd
Last application date: February 23 2018
Interviews will be held ongoing, so send your application and CV to Teresa.nguyen@kaplan.cph.dk
For further information please contact Teresa Nguyen, HR-Coordinator at Teresa.nguyen@kaplan-cph.dk or on phone
at +45 2068 8076

contact: Teresa Nguyen HR-coordinator at Kaplan Denmark
Teresa.Nguyen@kaplan-cph.dk +45 20 68 80 76

